
YOUR GUITAR
T his book is designed for use with any type of guitar-acoustic steel-string, nylon-string classical, or electric. Any of these

I guitars can be adapted for use in a wide variety of styles of music.
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ri you are using a soridbody-erectric or an acoustrc-erectric be sure to practice with an amplifier some of the time'



PLAYING POSITION
There are several ways t0 hold the guitar comforlably. 0n the left is a typical seated position, and on the right is the

standing position. Make sure you practice sitting and itanoing. observe the following general guidelines in forming your

playing posture:

. Position your body, arms, and legs in such a way that you avoid tension'

. lt you feel tension creeping into your playing, you probably need to reassess your position'

. Tilt the neck upwards-never down'

. Ke.p the body of the guitar as verticar as possible. Avoid.,slanting the top o{ the guitar s0 that you can see better'

Balance vour'*riq-ht rventy trom left to right. sit straight (but not rigid).

Left-hand fingers are numbered 1 through 4

(Pil;ir, luoti trattre thumb is not number 1')

Fru.ulr't inr*b in back of the neck roughly

oJ;rit;ih;tnd finser. Avoid srippins llt n99k

;ilil;;b.lt nat'iritr the palm touchins the

back of the neck.

These photos show the position f.or hg-lgllg

a oick and the right-hand position in relatlon-

,rlt io ir', strings. Strive for tinger efficiency

and relaxation in Your PlaYing'



IUNINIi

when you are tuning your guitar, you will adiust the pitch (highness

or lowness of sounOi of each string by turning the corresponding

iuning key. Tightening a string raises the pitch and loosening it

lowers the Pitch.

Thestrrngsarenumberedlthrough6beginningwiththethinnest
rtring, thi one closest to your knee. Follow the instructions below to

tune"eachstringinSequence,beginningwiththesixthstring.
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the strings are tuned relative to one another'
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TUNING WITH AN ELECTRONIC TUNER

An electronic tuner "reads" the pitch of a sound and tells you whether

or not the pitch is correct. uniil your ear is well trained in hearing

pitrr.tt., this can be a much mor-e accurate way to tune.' There are

i t.v oitirttti types of tuners available' and each one will come with

more detailed instructions {or its use'

TUNING TO A KEYBOARD

lf you have a piano or electric keyboard nearby' play the. correct, key

(see diagram) and slowdi"n il'' corresponding tuning key untilthe

i;; ;i the string matihes the sound of the kevboard'

ANOTHER WAY Tt} TUNE

To check or correct your tuning when no pitch source is available' follow these sieps:
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you rune v.ur open rifth strins Prav the depresse

sixth string and the fifth strlng witn vouitnumt' wnen tne,two sounds match' you are in tune'

. press the fifth string at the bth fr.t inii;;; inr .prr torrtn ri*g iolt. rorro* the same procedure that you did o

the fifth and sixth strings'
. press the f ourth string at the Sth {ret and tune the open. third string to it'

. To tune the second string, press tr.'.lniio ,jring rt the 4th ireiinoiune the open second string to it'

' PreSS .n, ,,,ono.'i;g ;i in, stn f ret and tune the {irst string to it'
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This is called telative tuning because



MUSICAL SYMBOLS
Music is written in notes on a staff. The staff has five lines and four spaces between the lines. where a note is written on

the staff determines its pitch (highness or lowness). At the beginning of the staff is a clel sign. Guitar music is written in the

treble cle{.

Eachlineandspaceofthestaffhasalettername.Thelinesare,(frombottomtotop)E-G-B-D-F,whichyoucanremem-
ber as Every Guitarist Begins Doing Fine. The spaces are, (from |ottom to top) F - A - C - E, which spells "Face'"
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The staff is divided into several parts by bar lines. The space between two bar

To end a piece of music a double bar is placed on the staf{'

lines is called a measure (also known as a "ba/')'
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Notes indicate the length (number of counts) of musical sound'
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The bottom number of the time signature tells

you what kind of note will receive one beat'

Each measure contains a group of beats. Beats are the steady purse 0f music. you resp.nd to the pulse or beat when you tar

your foot.

The two numbers placed next to the clef sign are the time signature'

The top number tells you how many beats are in one measure'

different lines or spaces, you will know the pitch of the note and how long tt


